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Introduction

Since natural gas was discovered in the eastern Mediterranean’s Levant Basin in 2009, policymakers, analysts, and energy experts have talked about the potential for this resource to change the regional geopolitical status quo.\(^1\) Israel, which boasts commercial export potential for natural gas, has reformulated bilateral ties with Greece and Cyprus since the discovery of hydrocarbons, while political relations with Turkey—but not economic ties—have significantly deteriorated. The extent to which new offshore natural gas has altered Israel’s political calculus factors into the broader debate over the role of energy in reshaping political relationships.

Some scholars argue that hydrocarbons are potential game-changers; they can dramatically transform economic opportunities and encourage political cooperation. These claims are generally deterministic and based on rational actor calculus; for instance, “large, transnational, interstate natural gas projects promote cooperation, because the challenge of mobilizing trillions of dollars in capital forces regional leaders to put aside historical and ideological differences in the interests of economic integration and regional energy security.”\(^2\) Policy makers also have espoused an “energy as political cooperation” approach to addressing regional political challenges. Amos Hochstein, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy Diplomacy at the U.S. State Department, agrees with Jaffe regarding the East Mediterranean. “Energy can serve as a bridge, an incentive” to resolve states’ “differences on political fronts so that they can all benefit from the

---

resources.” Similarly, Israeli officials espouse this view. According to Israeli Minister of Intelligence Yuval Steinitz, “natural gas reserves have strategic implications” and “could help our geostrategic position and create a more friendly atmosphere between us and our neighbors.” Eran Lerman, the Deputy National Security Advisor in the Prime Minister’s Office, agrees that “Israel’s emergence as a hub of future energy exporting is making its way into the manner in which we interact with major players.”

Others, however, are more circumspect about the role of energy in resolving deep-rooted political problems. They claim that shared energy revenues and wealth cannot enforce cooperation and overcome political conflict, arguing, “there is no evidence from elsewhere in the world that trading in energy is an incentive for peace.” Rather, “energy trade reflects existing peaceful relations.” In the eastern Mediterranean case, the economic opportunities energy presents cannot transcend enduring political differences.

Still others, including regional scholars and experts, do not choose between politics and economics. Energy can play a role but only under particular and limited conditions; “the gas in the region can facilitate economic development and also negotiations in a way, though usually geopolitical considerations come before economic ones.” While “the burgeoning of Greek-Israeli cooperation that followed the Mavi Marmara incident … combined with the delimitation of the Cypriot-Israeli Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in December 2010, created the impression that a small diplomatic revolution was at hand,” a “strategic energy alliance has remained heretofore

---

4 Yuval Steinitz, Israel Energy and Business Convention, Ramat Gan, Israel, November 19, 2013.
5 Eran Lerman, Israel Energy and Business Convention, Ramat Gan, Israel, November 19, 2013.
7 Ibid.
8 Amit Mor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 22, 2013.
unconsummated.”¹⁹ An agreement between Israel, Cyprus, and Greece in 2012 to “set up working groups to discuss an ‘eastern Mediterranean energy corridor’ to export Israeli and Cypriot gas to Europe via Greece” failed to produce major deals¹⁰

These debates compel us reconsider to what extent energy development can encourage political cooperation. Hochstein’s optimism dismisses any effect Israel’s political rift with Turkey may have had on its changing relations with Cyprus and Greece, while Shaffer too quickly dismisses the potential for hydrocarbons to encourage political peace. Greater nuance is required to understand the conditions in which hydrocarbons can be a source of cooperation and where it can encourage conflict, or have no effect. To address this lacuna, this paper seeks to provide an analytical framework by answering the following research question: To what extent has the discovery of viable new hydrocarbons in the East Mediterranean influenced Israel’s geopolitical relations with Turkey, Cyprus, and Greece?

Methodology and Structure

To systematically examine the role of hydrocarbons in shaping Israel’s relations with Turkey, Cyprus, and Greece, I will establish analytical variables. The independent variable is the presence of hydrocarbons in the Levant Basin, which will be operationalized by 1) the volume of proven reserves, and 2) commercialization potential for export, including costs, security risks, technical feasibility, and international support through third-party actors.

---

The dependent variable is Israel’s relationships with Turkey, Cyprus, and Greece. These relationships will be operationalized by examining 1) security and economic discourse by elites relating to energy issues, and 2) policy measures including diplomatic exchanges, signed agreements, military cooperation, and business relations. I will focus on two distinct periods; Israel’s creation in 1948 to the discovery of East Mediterranean hydrocarbons on January 17, 2009, and from that date to the present. I chose 1948 because that is when Israel began interacting with its neighbors at the government-to-government level, and January 17, 2009, because it is when Israel discovered Tamar. Hydrocarbons were not a factor in Israel’s regional geopolitical relations during this period, but they became one when Israel found significant quantities of offshore resources, and include trilateral cooperation between Israel, Cyprus, and Greece.

Analyzing the interaction of these two variables will provide greater insight into whether Israel’s relationships with its East Mediterranean neighbors depend on new hydrocarbon volumes and commercialization opportunities. This analysis is based on six months of fieldwork conducted in Israel from July through December 2013 that included interviews with government officials, NGOs, natural gas company representatives, and local consultants and analysts. I retrieved additional source material from speeches by experts and officials at three different conferences held in Israel. I conducted additional interviews in Washington, DC, from January through March 2014. I also reviewed relevant literature both prior to and following fieldwork abroad.

This paper begins with a detailed discussion of the nature of Israeli hydrocarbons: volumes of natural gas and commercial potential. It then lists the opportunities for and challenges of exporting Israel’s offshore natural gas, as well as international support for
and engagement in any of these options. American efforts in particular are highlighted, and the entire section is framed within the context of international and regional energy market trends.

To assess energy’s role in Israel’s relations with Turkey, Greece, and Cyprus, I first examine these relations between 1948 and January 17, 2009, to formulate a baseline. I then compare Israel’s energy-poor era to the post-January 17, 2009 period, focusing on areas of change and continuity. This study cannot account for every single Israeli-Turkish political issue, but it does examine specific incidents that downgraded official diplomatic and security relations. Nor is it clear that disentangling political incidents from energy developments is possible, but this study does not aim to formulate a direct causal relation. Rather, it intends to demonstrate a correlation between entrenched political conflict and the extent of energy-related cooperation.

The concluding section discusses the relationship between volumes of hydrocarbons and political relationships, and the degree to which political issues affect the energy factor in those relationships. It presents a final analysis of Israel’s relations with Turkey, Cyprus, and Greece since the discovery of natural gas, and answers the research question.

**Volumes and Commercial Potential: Challenges, Stakes, and Opportunities**

The Levant Basin, which encompasses Israeli, Syrian, Lebanese, Cypriot, and Palestinian territory, is a hydrocarbon formation containing proven and potential oil and natural gas. Israel discovered some offshore hydrocarbons in 1999 and 2000, but these fields only contained approximately 2.2 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of gas, most of which is
depleted. The Levant Basin had no regional potential until 2009 and 2010 with the discovery off Israel’s coast of Tamar, which has an estimated 10 tcf of gas, and Leviathan, which has an estimated 19 tcf. In 2011, Cyprus found gas in offshore block 12, but lowered the estimate from 7 to 5 tcf in 2013.

Both countries stand to benefit enormously according to projected commercial values. Tamar’s gas, which began production in 2013, is “worth $52 billion to the Israeli economy,” including $10 billion generated from taxes and royalties. Leviathan, slated to begin production in 2017, is valued at $10.8 billion. A “very preliminary estimate” of Cyprus’ Aphrodite field places its gross value at $50 billion, with a net profit of “between $12 and $18 billion over a 14 year period.” The gas is particularly valuable to local consumers because it will lower electricity bills in Cyprus and Israel. Cypriots “currently pay the highest electricity prices in Europe,” and switching from diesel to natural gas “should save … $300 million a year.” Electricity prices in Israel reached an “all-time high” last summer due to prescheduled tariff increases, but beginning in 2015 the tariffs should “decrease by more than 20 percent due to the use of gas, saving households hundreds to thousands of shekels per year.”

Israel will also accrue revenues through royalties and taxes. In 2013 the country’s cabinet approved creating a sovereign wealth fund “for the investment of the expected

---

12 Bini Zomer, Interview with Allison Good, Herzliya, September 22, 2013.
19 Amit Mor, “Natural gas domestic use and export,” The Jerusalem Post, June 12, 2013.
$125 billion of profits [from natural gas production] in foreign markets,“20 but what the money will be used for has yet to be decided. Plans that do not include spending on local socioeconomic problems such as education and housing will likely not satisfy the Israeli public, but a portion of the revenue probably would be used for domestic defense projects.21

There are also high stakes for Israel in transportation and industry. According to some experts, shifting more than 50 percent of transportation to natural gas by 2030 is “doable,” and “most industries are going to shift to natural gas”22 because utilizing cheap hydrocarbons “provides a comparative advantage to exporters over their international competitors.”23 Finally, new industries will develop in Israel, including methanol, ammonia, and “high added value petrochemicals” production.24

An optimistic scenario for natural gas demand growth in Israel estimates gas will generate 70 to 80 percent of domestic power, a significant boon for the historically resource-poor country. Until Tamar came online, Israel relied on energy imports.25 Israel’s most important energy partner was Egypt, which signed a deal in 2005 to provide most of Israel’s natural gas via a pipeline in the Sinai Peninsula, but these exports, which accounted for “around 40% of Israel’s gas consumption,” ceased following President Hosni Mubarak’s ouster during the 2011 uprising. The security situation in the Sinai deteriorated, and the pipeline became a target for militant groups, rendering the supply unreliable. Egypt officially cancelled the deal in 2012, so Israel had to rely on more

21 Amit Mor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 22, 2013.
22 Ibid.
23 Amit Mor, “Natural gas domestic use and export,” The Jerusalem Post, June 12, 2013.
24 Amit Mor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 22, 2013.
expensive sources—“diesel oil, heavy fuel oil, and coal”—to meet demand until Tamar began production.26

The stakes increase yet again because Israel has enough gas for export, but the domestic debate over how much it should send abroad hurts Israel’s chances to take advantage of international market trends. The window of opportunity for Israeli to exploit supply constraints lasts only until 2020, which is when producers are expected to have finished developing a “commercial unconventional gas sector.”27 At that point, unconventional sources like shale gas from the US and China are expected to hit the market, creating an international glut and driving prices—and profits—down.28 Therefore, exploration and production companies operating offshore Israel are likely to be pressured to sign export contracts as soon as possible to take advantage of current regional supply constraints and lock in prices that will produce the highest possible return on investment. The fact that Israel has only “one half of one percent of the world’s natural gas reserves,”29 a “drop in the bucket in terms of the global market,”30 means its amount of exportable natural gas amount is negligible compared to other emerging suppliers. Other localities coming online are Mozambique, Tanzania, Brazil, and Mexico. Israel is expected to export most of Leviathan’s reserves when the field begins production, but the government and private companies have not yet been able to form a comprehensive export policy. The government established a committee in 2011 led by Ministry of Energy and Water Resources then-director general Shaul Zemach to

28 Ibid.
29 Amit Mor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 22, 2013.
determine how much gas Israel should export and how much it should keep for domestic supply. A final report released in 2012 recommended Israel “guarantee a local supply of natural gas for energy needs for a period of 25 years,” using 450 billion cubic meters (bcm) out of 800 bcm of available gas, in addition to “at least a further 150 bcm” Israel expects to discover in the future. The volume of gas permitted for export should “not exceed 500 bcm.”

Based on the committee’s work, Prime Minister Netanyahu’s cabinet proposed and decided that Israel reserve 540 bcm for domestic use, leaving the remaining 40 percent of gas for export. Many in the public and private sectors decried this decision, which the cabinet made without holding a discussion in the Knesset. “Of course it is good to export and get revenue, but one of the key issues is the guarantee that … we take care of the availability of gas to develop our own economy, our own industry,” Member of Knesset Avishay Braverman of the Labor Party explained. “I told the Prime Minister, bring [the decision] to the parliament, this is the biggest economic decision in Israel’s history…. I think it’s an antidemocratic step.” Braverman and some of his colleagues petitioned Israel’s Supreme Court to overturn the decision, but a panel of judges ruled in favor of the government in October 2013. Delays in creating a national gas policy are the sort of bureaucratic setbacks that affect the viability of export options and carry implications for Israel’s geopolitical relations. Companies operating in Israel will not sign export contracts unless a comprehensive regulatory infrastructure already exists. As time

33 Avishay Braverman, Interview by Allison Good, Jerusalem, Israel, August 7, 2013.
passes, those states vying for Israeli gas may also lose confidence in Israel’s ability to commercialize its hydrocarbons and turn to other suppliers. This could undo any positive progress Israel has made to improve energy ties with its neighbors.

Geographic constraints further limit export options. The companies developing Israeli gas successfully negotiated deals with Jordan and the Palestinian Authority because building pipelines to those destinations is relative cheap and topographically uncomplicated. Egypt, which has become a net energy importer due to ongoing political turmoil and long-time mismanagement of its energy sector, reportedly opened talks with the Leviathan consortium about buying “up to eight billion cubic meters of gas a year.” However, reversing the Ashkelon-el-Arish pipeline in the Sinai carries significant risk as a target for militant attacks. For the Leviathan consortium—Houston’s Noble Energy and Israeli companies Delek, Avner Oil, and Ratio Oil—the inability to guarantee natural gas transport infrastructure security would likely outweigh potential profits.

An alternative is to build a subsea pipeline from Tamar to Egypt’s underutilized Idku liquefied natural gas plant in the Nile Delta, which is topographically feasible and would not be enormously expensive to construct. While Noble Energy and Delek signed a letter of intent with Spain’s Union Fenosa in May to export up to 2.5 tcf of gas over 15 years from Tamar to Idku, however, a binding agreement between the companies will not be viable without an intergovernmental agreement between Israel and Egypt. Indeed, any signed agreement between Israeli and Egyptian public or private sector actors would face substantial public opposition in Egypt, whose relations with Israel are chilly at best. Furthermore, even though Union Fenosa would probably prefer to export all of that gas

---

as liquefied natural gas to ensure maximum profit potential, any intergovernmental deal would probably require that some of the gas be reserved for growing domestic consumption in Egypt.

Exporting to Cyprus is another option because the island still needs additional gas to fund a proposed LNG export facility in Vassilikos. In order to fill the project’s “$7.5 billion funding hole,” Cyprus would have to export “more than twice the gas discovered to date,”36 which it does not have. To be economically viable, an LNG plant typically needs 5.5 tcf,37 and Israel could send gas to bridge that gap. The Leviathan consortium proposed “the construction of two underwater pipelines linking both Aphrodite and Leviathan with Vassilikos” in 2011, but this option’s low relative profitability has deterred a final investment decision due to flat demand in Europe “for at least the next decade.”38 East Asia is considered a more profitable destination for gas according to some experts because growth in demand there will continue.39 Still, Noble Energy, which has majority stakes in both Tamar and Leviathan, has indicated it is considering all options.40 The long wait has forced Cyprus to pursue other options. In 2013 and 2014, the government signed memoranda of understanding with France’s Total and Italy’s Eni to help finance an LNG terminal.41 If these result in binding agreements, Cyprus may see relations with Israel as less geopolitically advantageous than before.

39 Amit Mor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 22, 2013.
40 Bini Zomer, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, September 22, 2013.
Israel could also export gas via pipeline to Turkey, which imports 98 percent of its natural gas and generates 46 percent of its electricity from it.\textsuperscript{42} Gas from Leviathan would help satisfy growing Turkish demand, which is estimated to rise from 47 billion cubic meters (bcm) in 2013 to 52 bcm in 2014.\textsuperscript{43} The Turkey pipeline option also makes the most economic sense because it is the cheapest, costing about $3.5 billion to construct.\textsuperscript{44} However, such a pipeline must traverse the Syrian, Lebanese, or Cypriot EEZs to reach the Turkish coast. Israel does not have political relations with Syria and Lebanon. While it is the most geographically and economically feasible export option, routing the pipeline through Cypriot waters requires addressing political conflict between Nicosia and Ankara. This could limit Israel’s regional relations by forcing it to choose between Cyprus and Turkey, thereby alienating one potential partner for East Mediterranean energy cooperation.

Some see exporting Israeli gas as a means to further Turkey’s aims of becoming an energy hub, but others are less certain. If Israeli gas is exported to Turkey it could, according to Delek, “by definition get to Europe.”\textsuperscript{45} Turkey, however, is already a bad transit state and has no gas transit regime in place. The World Trade Organization and the Energy Charter Treaty, to which Turkey is party, has failed to reinforce “freedom of transit and non-discrimination in the trade of hydrocarbons.”\textsuperscript{46} Nor has Turkey acceded to the European Union’s European Energy Community acquis, which is linked to its EU

\textsuperscript{42}“Turkey’s future nuke plants to cut down its energy bill,” Anadolu Agency, April 26, 2014.
\textsuperscript{43}“Turkey buys two more LNG cargoes as power demand soars,” \textit{Gulf Times}, December 19, 2013.
\textsuperscript{44}Amit Mor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 22, 2013.
\textsuperscript{45}Gideon Tadmor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 17, 2013.
\textsuperscript{46}Gareth M. Winrow, “The Southern Gas Corridor and Turkey’s Role as an Energy Transit State and Energy Hub,” \textit{Insight Turkey} 15 (2013): 152.
membership status negotiations. This reality challenges Israel’s ability to use Turkey as an energy corridor to Europe that could improve its relations with the European Union, at least in the short to medium term.

Israel also has new economic opportunities with Greece. The Greek and Cypriot governments want to be part of East Mediterranean Gas Pipeline that would link Israel and Cyprus to Greece and Italy with gas from Leviathan, enabling the EU to further diversify its supply. Topographical problems, however, including seismic activity in Greek waters render such a pipeline infeasible. Furthermore, the pipeline’s required length of 675 kilometers built at “depths of about 800 to 2000 meters” makes no sense economically. The estimated cost for a pipeline from Cyprus to Crete alone is $20 billion, “an amount that could be justified only in case further natural gas discoveries will materialize in the offshore eastern Mediterranean.” Still, Greece recently commissioned a feasibility study for the pipeline project. The gap between the project’s feasibility and Greece’s aspirations to be part of Israel’s gas export calculus could cause friction between the two countries if Athens is convinced the pipeline is viable. Increasing its capacity as an energy transit state would accord Greece more importance in the EU, and that is not a goal it will easily give up.

---

47 David Koranyi and Nicolo Sartori, “Energy: Key to EU-Turkish relations?” Al Jazeera, February 20, 2014.
The other export option for Israeli natural gas is Asia, which is the premiere market for LNG because prices are twice as high as in the European and Middle East markets.\(^52\) This would justify building an up to $15 billion LNG facility.\(^53\) Even though the international community has deemed this option viable, Israeli gas would have to compete with LNG from the Gulf States, Qatar, Indonesia, and Australia. According to one expert, Israeli gas would be disadvantaged “in all cases … by the complexity of the initial development … and by the distances involved.”\(^54\) As the most expensive export option, it would also reduce tax revenue to the Israeli treasury. Finally, it is also unclear what route Israel would use to export gas to Asia.\(^55\)

Israel can most realistically maximize its energy commercialization potential by exporting natural gas to Turkey. Exporting to Cyprus is the next most feasible option despite flat European demand because LNG from Vassilikos could be shipped to Asia, and the pipeline from Israel would also be relatively cheap to construct. According to one finance expert, “the Asia exports option delivers the highest returns, but actual revenues from sales would take several years.”\(^56\) In fact, France’s Total and Italy’s Eni have signed memoranda of understanding to participate in the Cypriot LNG facility project that give priority to exporting that product to both European and Asian markets.\(^57\) An export plan that includes Greece is far less realistic, but remains attractive as a portal to Europe. Asia and Egypt present the least realistic opportunities for Israel to capitalize on commercialization potential. Comparing the feasibility of these options indicates how

\(^{52}\) Gideon Tadmor, Interview by Allison Good, Herzliya, Israel, October 17, 2013.
\(^{57}\) “Cyprus, Total sign MoU for LNG Terminal,” Reuters, November 7, 2013.
Israel will perceive the advantages and disadvantages to various regional alliances. The Israeli government will likely take this cost-benefit analysis into account when discussing export opportunities with private companies operating in Israel given what is at stake financially.

Geographic constraints and economic realities do not elucidate where Israeli gas will go, but the role of international support has encouraged particular relationships with cooperative engagement. The US was instrumental in negotiating the Jordan export deal and engineering Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s apology to Turkish counterpart Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in March 2013 for the Mavi Marmara incident.58 Some Israeli officials, however, think the US is not involved enough in helping regional players to resolve geopolitical conflicts that hinder hydrocarbon cooperation.59 Washington has a very active energy envoy specifically for the East Mediterranean, but one Israeli official says he would like to see “boots on the ground.”60 Nor has the EU provided sufficient support. It indicated support for the East Mediterranean Gas Pipeline last year when the proposed project “received a vote of confidence from the European Commission when it was selected as one of their Projects of Common Interest.”61 However, being selected does not automatically make the project eligible for Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funding.62

Despite all of these constraints, the Israeli government and companies operating in the country will likely favor either the Turkey or Cyprus pipeline option because the

---

58 Herb Keinon, “Netanyahu apologizes to Turkey over Gaza flotilla,” The Jerusalem Post, March 22, 2013.
59 Michael Lotem, Interview by Allison Good, Jerusalem, Israel, October 16, 2013.
60 Ibid.
potential profits are economically attractive. With high stakes and significant opportunity, however, come enormous costs for both the Israeli government and private companies that influence how export decisions are made. Noble Energy predicts developing Leviathan will cost $8 billion compared to the $3 billion it took to develop Tamar. Data regarding the likely costs of developing Aphrodite is limited, but estimates reach as high as $4 billion.

Geographic constraints translate into costs as well. Israel can export gas either through pipelines or as liquefied natural gas (LNG). While pipelines can traverse several countries as well as bodies of water, there are geographical, political, technical, and topographical issues that limit how long they can stretch. LNG, on the other hand, can travel farther distances on carrier ships. LNG projects are also more capital intensive than pipelines, making the consumer product significantly more expensive than piped gas. However, exponentially rising demand, especially in East Asia, necessitates developing reliable sources of LNG. Deciding between pipelines and LNG will narrow export options even further and force Israel to make tough geopolitical decisions. Australian LNG company Woodside Petroleum’s decision in May to end an agreement to buy a 25 percent stake in Leviathan, however, indicates that Noble and Delek prefer to focus on pipelines for now.

Security costs present yet another challenge for Israel. Increasing supply security requires the country to build at least one more pipeline to the Mediterranean coast to

---

64 Ari Rabinovitch, “Israeli navy gears up for new job of protecting gas fields,” Reuters, April 1, 2013.
diversify entry points to the shore, as well as more refining and treatment facilities.

Israel’s gas market is based totally on Tamar, which has one pipeline, one production treatment platform, and one terminal. All of “these installations are sitting ducks, and the consensus is that it is only a matter of time until an attack or an accident leaves Israel either sitting in the dark or once again relying on expensive diesel for power generation.” When Leviathan comes online, it will also need its own gas treatment facilities.67

Securing Israel’s offshore natural gas installations and EEZ adds greater costs. The Israeli Navy is responsible for protecting the Israeli coast, but it only has 13 fast attack ships that cannot on their own protect Israel’s EEZ, which is almost twice the size of the country itself. Rigs will still have private security forces, but according to one security expert, Israel’s government has “changed the law forbidding the protection of infrastructure outside territorial waters, enabling the navy to extend its jurisdiction to the EEZ.” This obstacle leaves the navy with a substantial burden that must also take into account “new threats like cyber warfare and the accumulation of advanced weapons by non-state actors.”68

Indeed, costs for securing Israel’s natural gas infrastructure and EEZ are unclear since the government has not allocated specific and sufficient funds for that purpose. Still, the Israeli Ministry of Defense contends “more than $860 million is needed in the form of a one-time budget allocation plus annual operations costs for large patrol vessels, extended surveillance and intelligence capabilities, and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).” The Ministry of Finance, meanwhile, “claims that … defending installations

would only cost about $200 million,” and Israel’s national security council “recommends spending about $775 million.”69 Private companies do not have complete confidence in any export option unless Israel can adequately defend offshore infrastructure located in its waters. These companies must also have confidence in states on the receiving end of gas exports. The Cyprus option, for example, presents security costs for Israel and private companies because the country does not have “indigenous military capacities” necessary for protecting its end of a pipeline from Israel, nor would Israel be responsible for protecting a Cypriot LNG facility.70 If Cyprus cannot acquire the equipment and manpower needed to secure infrastructure built there, the risks associated with a pipeline from Israel will increase. Private companies will be hesitant to take on the responsibility of protecting the Cypriot EEZ and energy facilities themselves, which would involve significantly increasing their private security forces and therefore incur more financial costs.

Developing offshore hydrocarbons also carries environmental costs. Israel's supervisory laws, which provide oversight on industrial activity, apply to its territorial waters but not to its EEZ, where most hydrocarbon drilling is done.71 Therefore, exploration and production companies cannot “legally be accountable for damages that ensue there.”72 Israel’s National Planning Commission does not have jurisdiction over the EEZ either, “which gives gas companies free reign to operate without being required to perform due diligence, such as environmental-impact studies of drilling plans and safer alternatives.” The Knesset has proposed new guidelines, but they do not “satisfy

69 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
environmental groups, which lambast loopholes in the text that could result in a disaster.” Legislation is unlikely to be passed in the near future; however, companies operating in Israel may have to jump through environmental regulatory hoops in the future. This could hold back the export process by requiring companies to operate according to more specific standards, and delay export licenses if such standards are not met. Delaying exports, in turn, could cause regional neighbors to question their viability, limiting the degree to which natural gas can influence Israel’s geopolitical relations.

In addition, many Israelis are opposed to land treatment facilities located in such close proximity to residential areas. The National Council for Planning and Building chose a land and sea treatment combination, but the plan is flexible. Proposed refining sites in northern Israel have raised local concerns about the negative environmental effects. Others, like the Society of Preservation of Nature’s Dror Boymal, worry that offshore treatment is a risk to drinking water and the integrity of the country’s coast. The government meanwhile, is “adamant that the amount of natural gas slated for domestic consumption requires land installations.” According to Natural Gas Authority director Shuki Stern, Israel must have “‘at least 1,000 dunams of land’” if it wants natural gas to be 50 percent of the energy market. If Israel wants to ensure reliability of supply, it “‘can’t rely on offshore facilities alone.’”

Given these opportunities for and constraints on exporting, how will they shape Israel’s natural gas commercialization calculus? If economic and security costs determine

75 Dror Boymal, Israel Energy and Business Convention, Ramat Gan, Israel, November 19, 2013.
export decisions, then the most logical route would be for Israel to develop a pipeline to Turkey. More than five years after Tamar’s discovery, we should expect to see tangible progress on such a project, but in fact this has not been the case. It would seem that if energy is the strongest factor, Israel should be establishing direct natural gas-related ties with Turkey, but in fact it has enhanced relations with Cyprus and Greece where energy export costs are higher. Explaining Israel’s decision-making process, then, requires looking at political interactions.

Israel’s Relations with Turkey, Greece, and Cyprus

Israel and Turkey

Israel and Turkey had cooperative economic relations from 1948 to January 17, 2009, that featured both public and private sector ties, but only private sector cooperation grew after January 2009. Security relations, however, increased throughout the 1990s and into the 2000s, but have deteriorated since January 2009. The only cooperation between Israel and Turkey on East Mediterranean natural gas occurred recently in the private sector, and there is a correlation between this lack of cooperation and political conflict during the second period.

Bilateral trade began early on in the Israeli-Turkish relationship. In 1950, a “direct air corridor” opened between Istanbul and Tel Aviv, and the two countries signed a trade agreement. Turkey invited Israel “to take part in the international industrial fair of

77 Burcu Gultekin Punsmann, “Turkey-Israel: Towards a decoupling between economics and politics,” Today’s Zaman, September 6, 2011.
Izmir in 1951,” but while Tel Aviv and Ankara signed a tourism cooperation agreement in 1961, “the Turks’ indifference” precluded implementation. Security cooperation in both the public and private sectors drove bilateral ties throughout the 1990s, which “witnessed the expansion of the role of the military in Turkish politics.” Israel and Turkey signed a Security and Secrecy Agreement and “Memorandum on Mutual Understanding and Cooperation’ on fighting terrorism” in 1994, followed by a secret agreement in 1996 that included “an exchange of military, experience and personnel; access to airspace of both countries for military flight training and joint training activities; and mutual use of port facilities.” Israeli and Turkish aircraft would “visit each other’s countries for one week, four times a year.” During an April 1996 speech in Washington, Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres remarked that, “The so-called military alliance [between Israel and Turkey] is more of a technical nature. It is not that we have joined in forces to fight an enemy or to defend something, but … to exchange information, to learn from each other.” Israel and Turkey held joint naval maneuvers that summer.

---

83 Ibid.
In 1996 Israel and Turkey also formalized the Defense Industry and Cooperation Agreement, which led to two “‘upgrading deals,’ signed in 1997 and 1998, for the modernization of Turkish F-4s and F-5s,” as well as Turkey’s agreements with Israel to buy Merkava Mark-3 tanks and engage in joint production of Arrow missiles. The 1997 agreement also resulted in a “‘Strategic Dialogue,’” a “biannual process of high-level military consultations by the respective deputy chiefs of staff.” Turkey’s Defense Minister Turhan Tayan first visited Israel in April 1997, where Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai “promised … Israel would do everything possible to strengthen … security ties with Turkey.” The following month Mordechai met with Turkey’s deputy chief of armed forces Çevik Bir, who was “leading a delegation of 23 senior officers in Israel.” Israel’s defense minister “welcomed the anticipated joint naval exercises between the Turkish, Israeli and U.S. militaries” that would be conducted annually from 1998 to 2009. All of these exchanges included sizeable entourages from the visiting country, “so that by the latter part of 1997 significant numbers of commanding officers from both militaries had met each other.”

---

89 Alexander Murinson, Turkey’s Entente with Israel and Azerbaijan: State identity and security in Middle East and Caucasus (Oxford: Routledge, 2010), 47.
Still, Turkey’s need for new trade partners brought Israel and Ankara closer economically in the 1990s. The Tourism Cooperation Agreement of June 1992, one of the first bilateral economic agreements signed, “led to an average of 300,000 Israeli tourists visiting Turkey annually” throughout the rest of the 1990s, up significantly from just 7,000 in 1986. By the end of the decade, daily flights linked “Antalya, Istanbul and Izmir to Tel Aviv.” The “major turning point,” though, came when Israel and Turkey signed agreements on “economic cooperation, free trade, the promotion and protection of bilateral investments, and preventing double taxation” during President Süleyman Demirel’s visit to Israel in March 1996. By 1994, Israeli exports to Turkey no longer exceeded Turkish exports to Israel. Bilateral trade grew rapidly—from $54 million in 1987, to $100 million in 1991, to $440 million in 1995, and to $750 million in 1998.

Security and economic cooperation in both the public and private sectors continued into the 2000s. By the end of 2008, “military-to-military cooperation extended to … anti-missile defense and even military use of Israeli space satellites.” Turkey allowed Israel to “station fighter planes at Turkish air bases,” and sent its F-16 pilots to learn electronic warfare in Israel. Israeli pilots used Turkish airspace to “practice long-range flying over mountainous land in preparation for missions against Iran.”

Meanwhile, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and Turkish Prime Minister Erdoğan
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“expressed satisfaction over the increase in bilateral trade” during the latter’s visit to Israel in 2005. In 2008, Turkish-Israeli trade volume was $3.4 billion, and a record number of 500,000 Israelis traveled to Turkey. Israeli firms and the Turkish military also signed new defense contracts, including a 2005 agreement that provided Turkey with ten unmanned aerial vehicles.

By Hochstein’s logic, natural gas-related opportunities for cooperation in the economic and security spheres should have produced a discernible positive change in Israeli-Turkish relations during the second period. Since January 2009, however, there has been almost no security cooperation between Israel and Turkey. Israel’s economic cooperation with Turkey in the private sector has increased since January 2009, but cooperation on energy issues within this sector was virtually nonexistent until April 2014.

Israeli-Turkish bilateral trade grew to “around $4 billion” in 2012, and Israeli tourism to Turkey has also increased. In 2013, 180,000 Israelis arrived in Turkey—up from 84,000 in 2011—and “may rise to 270,000” in 2014. Turkish Airlines now operates more flights between Istanbul and Tel Aviv than ever, and the two countries signed an agreement in 2013 to allow Israeli airlines to “renew regular flights to Turkey following a hiatus of more than 5 years.” The “regional trade corridor running through Israel for Turkish hauliers heading to and from Jordan and the Arab countries of the
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“Gulf” is also expanding. Meanwhile, according to Israel’s Ministry of Defense, “defense exports between Turkey and Israel never halted,” and “there are requests for new transactions from Turkey.”

While none of this cooperation is energy-based, a March 2014 report indicated that hydrocarbons are affecting private sector relations and may become a more influential factor in the future. An Israeli business publication wrote that Turkish companies allegedly submitted multiple bids for a gas export tender by Leviathan’s partners, ranging from 7 bcm to 10 bcm a year. In April, this was confirmed when Turkish energy company Turcas “notified the Istanbul Stock Exchange that its gas subsidiary has initiated negotiations … to buy natural gas … for domestic customers.” This proposed deal, however, only becomes viable when companies involved make the final investment decision and put real money into a project.

These private negotiations are certainly a positive step forward in energy cooperation, but Israel and Turkey should have undertaken more joint initiatives in the public and private sectors in both the security and economic spheres due to the economic viability of an Israel-Turkey gas pipeline. The fact that economic logic alone has not determined outcomes indicates that politics remains salient, as evidenced by politically conflictual incidents and ongoing diplomatic tensions.

Indeed, political crises have shaped Israel-Turkey relations throughout the East Mediterranean hydrocarbons period. For example, at the time Israel discovered natural
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gas, the Israeli military was engaged in Operation Cast Lead, an offensive against Hamas in Gaza. When Israel launched the operation in December 2008, Erdoğan immediately froze all contact with Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert.112 In late January 2009, after Tamar’s discovery, Erdoğan left a panel discussion on Gaza at the World Economic Forum following an angry exchange with Israeli President Shimon Peres.113

The Mavi Marmara incident ultimately caused Turkey to sever diplomatic ties to Israel. On May 31, 2010, Israeli naval commandos boarded an aid ship bound for Gaza and Turkish nationals were killed. Ankara immediately “called Israel a ‘terrorist state’ and recalled its ambassador. After the UN released a report in September 2011 claiming Israel had acted in self defense, Ankara downgraded diplomatic ties with Israel to the lowest possible level” and expelled the Israeli ambassador.114 Normalization talks have occurred behind the scenes since then, but with limited results.115 Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu formally apologized to Erdoğan in March 2013 for the casualties,116 and talks between the two countries about the amount Israel will pay to compensate victims’ families are making progress, but Israel has not met Ankara’s third condition for political reconciliation—lifting the naval blockade on Gaza to allow Turkish humanitarian aid.117
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Both Operation Cast Lead and the Mavi Marmara caused security sector fallout. Turkey cancelled NATO air exercises to be held in its airspace in October 2009,\textsuperscript{118} and Israel temporarily froze “sales of advanced military platforms to Turkey” in April 2010 due to concerns about Erdoğan’s anti-Israel rhetoric.\textsuperscript{119} In June 2010, after the Mavi Marmara, Turkey reportedly froze “at least 16 arms deals with Israel worth an estimated $56 billion,”\textsuperscript{120} and formally froze defense trade and suspended all military agreements with Israel in September 2011.\textsuperscript{121} Still, Israel “completed the sale of electronic warfare systems to the Turkish air force” in February 2013,\textsuperscript{122} suggesting Turkey is honoring contracts on a case-by-case basis. Joint drills, however, have not been reinstated, and in May 2012 Turkey accused Israel of violating the airspace of North Cyprus and sent fighter jets to expel the aircraft.\textsuperscript{123}

Political conflict not only froze security ties between Israel and Turkey, but also affected public and private sector economic relations in a way that altered Israel’s gas export calculus. There was no longer any space for government-to-government agreements on energy-related cooperation, or ministerial meetings about hydrocarbons. Private companies decide where to export the gas, but the Israeli government has to grant licenses for such transactions. Despite Turkish and Israeli private sector interests, given the “current political circumstances between Turkey and Israel, it will be very difficult
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for decision-makers in this case … to look at Turkey as a viable market or station on the way to Europe.” A pipeline to Turkey would also have to cross Cyprus’ EEZ, which Turkey does not recognize and primarily claims for the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. Israel does not technically have to ask for permission from Nicosia, but not doing so would damage Israeli-Cypriot bilateral ties.

The Israeli and Turkish governments and militaries have shown no signs that they intend to cooperate in order to maximize the potential for Israel’s most economic export option. Anticipating economic opportunity for joint natural gas infrastructure projects and the security costs involved, the Israeli and Turkish defense ministries should have showed some signs of coordination given the existing extent of their strategic alliance. In fact, however, that strategic alliance collapsed.

While politics is largely responsible for determining outcomes in Israel-Turkey relations, energy still plays a role in the private sector. Indeed, Leviathan has opened negotiations with Turcas for supplying gas to Turkey because those companies believe a pipeline is viable. East Mediterranean natural gas has proven unable to transcend Israel’s entrenched political conflict with Turkey; still, energy opportunities are instigating private sector cooperation in exploiting Israel’s hydrocarbons. Both economic energy opportunities and politics, therefore, explain Israel’s shifting relations with Turkey. Political conflict determined the trajectory of security ties, but it could neither stifle non-energy economic relations nor prevent new ventures in private sector energy cooperation.
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Israel and Greece

Similar to Israeli-Turkish relations, public and private sector economic ties with Greece were cooperative from 1948 to January 17, 2009. Early conflictual security ties turned more cooperative during the 1990s, but the Israeli-Turkish strategic alliance limited Israeli-Greek relations. Since January 2009, non-energy economic ties have remained stable, but natural gas-related cooperation has only emerged in the public sector. In contrast to Turkey, however, Israeli-Greek security sector relations have improved, and East Mediterranean natural gas discoveries affected this shift to a degree. Still, there is a correlation between Israel’s increasing cooperation with Greece around hydrocarbons and regional political conflict.

The early years of Israeli-Greek relations included cooperative economic initiatives, such as a delegation of Israeli manufacturers and exporters visiting Athens in 1950 to study “measures to improve” bilateral trade relations.\(^\text{126}\) In 1961, the Greek Ministry of Trade “lauded … the development” of bilateral trade, noting “great opportunities for commerce.”\(^\text{127}\) When “the Egyptians demanded the area allocated to the Israeli … El Al” after Greece decided to build an office for foreign airlines in 1966, “the Greeks decided in El Al’s favor.”\(^\text{128}\) Bilateral security relations, however, proved more conflictual when Greece “refused to provide bases and facilities to the American airlift of weapons to Israel” during the Yom Kippur War in 1973.\(^\text{129}\)

\(^{129}\) \textit{Ibid.}, 54.
Moshe Gilboa, Israel’s diplomatic representative in Greece,\textsuperscript{130} helped improve private sector economic relations throughout the 1980s by establishing “connections with top Greek businessmen, who agreed to establish the Greek-Israeli Chamber of Commerce” in 1988.\textsuperscript{131} Security relations also became cooperative in the following years, but Athens did not enjoy the strategic alliance with Israel that Turkey maintained. In December 1994 Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin and his Greek counterpart “signed a defense cooperation agreement, which included exchange of information, mutual visits, and a general framework for arms procurement.” Mutual visits followed, as did intelligence cooperation, and “Israel agreed to refurbish forty American-built F-4 Phantons [sic] owned by Greece.”\textsuperscript{132} Israel’s defense ties with Turkey, however, worried Greece and caused conflict. Israel and Greece agreed to hold joint naval maneuvers during 1997, but Athens indefinitely postponed them. While Israeli officials “were enthusiastic about military cooperation with Greece,” they did not want to “antagonize” Ankara, and Athens did not hide “concern about the Israeli-Turkish rapprochement.”\textsuperscript{133} Before Israeli Defense Minister Mordechai visited Greece in December 1998, Athens turned down the joint naval maneuver offer again during the Greek air force commander’s visit to Israel. Greek Foreign Minister Theodoros Pangalos deemed Israeli-Turkish cooperation “‘an alliance of wrongdoers,’” but Mordechai “assured the Greek commander that … cooperation did not target a third country.”\textsuperscript{134}

Despite Greek qualms about Israeli-Turkish security cooperation, Greek-Israeli economic ties remained cooperative throughout the 1990s, but they did not experience
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the exponential growth of Israeli-Turkish commercial relations. Bilateral trade “doubled between 1989 and 1995” to $350 million, and commercial activity included the lucrative defense contracts detailed above. In 1998, Greece even expressed interest in supplying Israel with natural gas. Greece continued to be a popular tourism destination for Israelis at the turn of the twenty-first century, and during his visit to Athens in 2006, President Katsav said, “we consider Greece an important economic partner for Israel’s economy, as well as a gateway to the Balkans.” By 2009, bilateral trade totaled $522 million.

Security cooperation also continued. In 2008, Israel and Greece participated in a joint air force operation in Greek airspace that “simulated … an attack on Iran’s nuclear site.” These ties, however, fell victim to politics in early January 2009. Washington “had to cancel a planned shipment of munitions from a Greek port to a US depot in Israel because of objections by Athens” related to Israel’s military offensive against Hamas in Gaza from December 27, 2008, to January 18, 2009.

Despite the costs and topographic infeasibility of exporting Israeli natural gas to Greece, bilateral economic and security cooperation around East Mediterranean gas actually increased. Indeed, if economic logic solely determines outcomes, Israel should
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not have pursued such cooperative initiatives with Greece. In fact, however, this has not been the case, indicating that economics alone do not explain shifting bilateral relations. Rather, there is also a correlation between Israeli-Turkish political conflict and growing Israeli-Greek energy ties. Politics are actually more responsible for improving Israeli-Greek security relations than energy-related opportunities. In the economic sphere, however, the Greece export option’s inherent limitations have prevented energy cooperation from moving beyond public sector statements.

Israel’s security ties with Greece have deepened significantly, especially in the area of military collaboration. The Marmara incident interrupted a joint air force drill, which continued five months later, and media reported in December 2010 that “at least four joint exercises combining Greek and Israeli combat aircraft” had been “performed in recent months.” Armed Greek commandos helped thwart a Gaza-bound flotilla in July 2011, and Israel hosted the Greek air force for a joint exercise the following November. In April 2011, Israel replaced its annual exercise with Turkey with an annual joint naval and air maneuver with Greece and the US named Noble Dina. It now includes simulating defending offshore natural gas platforms, and the most recent maneuvers were in March 2014.

There are other indicators of increasing security cooperation. The Greek parliament “approved the purchase of … bomb precision upgrade kits” from an Israeli company in September 2011, and the following week Greek Defense Minister Panos
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Beglitis visited Israel, where he signed a security cooperation agreement with his Israeli counterpart, Ehud Barak. Israeli ambassador to Greece Arie Mekel noted the visit “‘highlights again the dramatic upgrade of relations.’” When Barak met his new counterpart Dimitris Avramopoulos in 2012, the Greek defense minister asserted his country’s “‘commitment to … make up for lost time.’” According to former Israeli ambassador to Turkey Oded Eran, while “the neo-Hellenist option does not fully replace the strategic assets lost with the disintegration of the neo-Ottoman option … it embodies much interesting potential that is well worth cultivating.”

While the annual Noble Dina exercise is by no means insignificant, it represents the entirety of Greek-Turkish energy cooperation in the security sphere. Greece’s importance to Israel as an air force drill partner actually confirms that Israeli-Turkish political conflict has shaped relations more than energy opportunities during the hydrocarbon era. Israel “relies heavily on its advanced air power but has very limited airspace of its own in which to train,” so when Turkey cancelled joint drills, Israel had to find another geographically close partner to serve that purpose. Furthermore, Greece no longer had to worry about the Israel-Turkey strategic alliance, which completely broke down after the Mavi Marmara. That threat reduction made Greece more amenable to cooperating with Israel and created an opening for enhancing public and private sector security ties.

Noble Dina, in fact, is both a symptom of the Israeli-Turkish break as well as a sign of energy-related cooperation. After discovering gas, Israel needed an East
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Mediterranean marine space for practicing hydrocarbons defense maneuvers. When Turkey suspended all joint drills with Israel after the Mavi Marmara, Greece offered to fulfill that need. Even if Israel’s strategic relations with Turkey had remained intact, however, Noble Dina would likely still have resulted from Greece’s need to practice defending natural gas infrastructure it anticipates constructing in the future.

Israel’s economic relations with Greece also improved after January 2009 as trade relations continued to grow. In 2010, 250,000 Israeli tourists visited Greece—a 200 percent increase over 2009—and “some 400,000” visited in 2012. Greek tourism minister Olga Kefalogianni expected “a further growth” for 2013, the year she visited Israel to meet with her counterpart, Stas Misezhnikov, and President Peres about strengthening tourism and “options for attracting Israeli investment to Greece.” Greek president Karolos Papoulias attended the 2011 Greek-Israeli Business Forum on Investment and Trade in Tel Aviv, and Prime Minister Samaras led a mission to Israel in 2013 accompanied by “more than 100 businesspeople, who met with potential business partners” and participated in another Greek-Israeli Business Forum. Bilateral trade, however, fell to $496 million in 2009 and “approximately $140 million” in 2010.

While East Mediterranean hydrocarbons do not account for improving bilateral economic ties in the private sector, public sector officials have indicated a desire to
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cooperate on energy issues. During Prime Minister George Papandreou’s trip to Israel in 2010, Prime Minister Netanyahu “suggested … that the country purchase natural gas from Israel,” but without approval from the Israeli Ministry of National Infrastructure.\textsuperscript{157}

In 2011, Greek energy minister Georgos Papakonstantinou met his Israeli counterpart, Gilad Erdan, and National Infrastructure Minister Uzi Landau in Israel. In addition to discussing “Greece’s latest projects in both the energy and environmental sectors and potential for cooperation with both ministries,” Papakonstantinou said there was also “a lot of discussion on looking at the technical and financial feasibility for pumping Israeli gas to Greece.”\textsuperscript{158} When Prime Minister Antonis Samaras visited in 2013, he said Greece thought it could “cooperate with Israel in the development and the transportation” of natural gas.\textsuperscript{159}

Despite these positive statements, there is definitely a gap between the Israeli and Greek administrations regarding governments’ abilities to determine outcomes. Israeli Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman visited his Greek counterpart in March 2014 to discuss matters including energy issues. When asked about the potential for Israeli gas to travel to Greece, Lieberman replied that “it is a private project,” but Foreign Minister Evangelos Venizelos noted “there is always a parameter that is institutional, political, intergovernmental.”\textsuperscript{160}
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As with Turkey, politics primarily drives Israel’s security ties with Greece. Political conflict between Israel and Turkey created an opening for enhanced Israeli-Greek cooperation, and framed shifting security relations between Jerusalem and Athens. In contrast to Turkey, however, Israel and Greece did not exhibit economic energy cooperation in the private sector, demonstrating that the ability for politics to influence economic outcomes is limited. Indeed, ministerial talks indicate that the energy factor has influenced the progressive shift in economic relations in the public sector, but such discussions have occurred absent cooperation between private companies. In fact, this shows that official public statements cannot induce energy-related cooperation on their own. If an export option is not financially and topographically viable, as is the case with Greece, companies will not invest in it regardless of public sector statements that herald enhanced energy-related economic ties.

**Israel and Cyprus**

As with Greece and Turkey, Israel enjoyed cooperative public and private sector economic ties with Cyprus from 1948 to January 17, 2009. Similar to Greece, Israel’s strategic alliance with Turkey limited its security relations with Cyprus. In contrast to Greece, however, Israel-Cyprus security ties were more conflictual. Defense cooperation was limited to private equipment sales because public security sector relations were strained. Similar to Greece, non-energy economic ties with Cyprus have continued since January 2009. In the Israeli-Cypriot case, however, East Mediterranean gas cooperation has emerged in both the public and private sectors. Israeli-Cypriot security relations have also improved, but in contrast to Greece more bilateral military cooperation is gas-related.
Israel’s early economic relations with Cyprus were cooperative in the private sector. “Around 8,000-10,000” Israeli tourists visited Cyprus each year from 1961 to 1964. Despite civil conflict in Cyprus and the Six-Day War, Israeli tourism helped maintain bilateral relations.161

Cyprus had concerns about Israel’s military cooperation with Turkey, but that did not stop the public and private sectors from pursuing ties. Nicosia “concluded several deals purchasing military equipment from Israel,” in the late 1990s,162 including a Shaldag fast patrol boat in 1997.163 Still, In November 1998, Nicosia arrested “two Israelis on suspicion of spying on a military installation in Cyprus.” An Israeli security expert wrote at the time that the “arrests were meant to send ‘a warning to Israel lest it decide to provide Turkey with any intelligence or military assistance in its fight against Greek Cyprus.’”164 Israel denied the accusations, and a Cypriot court acquitted the men in February 1999,165 but tense security relations continued. In 2000, Israel “apologized to Cyprus for repeated violations by military aircraft of Cypriot airspace” and “promised to conform strictly with agreed flight procedures in the future.”166

While Israeli-Cypriot public sector security relations vacillated between cooperative and conflictual, economic relations formed the basis for Israel-Cyprus ties. In
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1998 the two countries signed a bilateral investment treaty, and that same year the Cypriot government decided “to initiate provision of special benefits to Israelis investing in high-tech.” Israeli companies also invested in Cyprus, and the Cyprus-Israel Business Association was founded in 2000. IDE Technologies inaugurated a desalination plant in Larnaca in 2001, and in 2008 Israel Electric Corporation bid for “a $50 million Cypriot tender” to construct an “ultra-high power tension line.”


If economic logic prevails, one would expect more Israeli-Cypriot than Israeli-Greek natural gas cooperation after January 2009, but less Israeli-Cypriot than Israeli-Turkish natural gas cooperation. While exporting Israeli gas to Cyprus is more economically and topographically feasible than exporting to Greece, exporting to Turkey is still the most viable option. In fact, however, this has not been the case. Indeed, Israel has cooperated more on energy-related security and economic initiatives with Cyprus than Greece, but Israeli-Turkish hydrocarbons collaboration lags far behind Israel’s
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cooperation on gas-related issues with Cyprus. As with Greece, this indicates that economics alone do not explain shifting bilateral relations, and that a correlation between political conflict and growing Israeli-Cypriot energy exists. In contrast to Greece, however, energy-related opportunities are actually more responsible than politics for improving Israeli-Cypriot economic and security relations.

Similar to Greece, Israel’s break with Turkey affected shifts in Israeli-Cypriot ties, but security cooperation in the public and private sectors has focused on hydrocarbon issues. In 2011, Israel submitted a comprehensive proposal for improving and upgrading the Cypriot Navy Command, which calls for joint action to protect mutual interests in the EEZs because of “upcoming drilling for natural gas.” Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak hosted Cypriot counterpart Demetris Eliades in January 2012 to sign “two agreements on defense cooperation and the protection and exchange of classified information.” During his visit, Eliades said “the natural gas reserves found” offshore Israel and Cyprus “opened a new chapter” in bilateral relations. Israel and Cyprus have also conducted annual joint search-and-rescue drills as per a 2012 bilateral agreement, but in 2013, Israel sent “four or five” warships to the eastern Mediterranean for a joint exercise with Cyprus that focused “on the security of the eastern Mediterranean region and that of gas companies.” That same year, Cyprus signed an agreement to “purchase two Israeli naval craft that are to be used primarily for patrolling
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the waters in the Exclusive Economic Zone” for a “combined price tag of €100m,” pending approval from Parliament.\(^\text{179}\)

Israel-Cyprus economic relations in general have also improved since January 2009, but hydrocarbons added a new dimension to those ties. Bilateral trade climbed to 910 million euros in 2011,\(^\text{180}\) and even though Nicosia shunned an Israeli tourism expo in 2009 “to protest the participation of a company representing” North Cyprus,\(^\text{181}\) it remained a magnet for civil wedding ceremonies.\(^\text{182}\) Diplomatic exchanges also encouraged development, and in 2012 Cypriot Minister of Commerce, Industry and Tourism Praxoula Antoniadou visited Israel, “accompanied by a sixty-member delegation of the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry … comprising businesspeople from various Cypriot sectors for contacts with their Israeli counterparts.”\(^\text{183}\) Israel’s National Water Company launched a desalination plant it built for Cyprus in August 2013.\(^\text{184}\)

East Mediterranean hydrocarbons emerged as a factor in bilateral economic cooperation beginning in December 2010 when the two countries signed a landmark agreement delimiting each other’s EEZs. At the signing ceremony in Nicosia, Israeli Minister of National Infrastructure Uzi Landau said that, “Israel and Cyprus commit to cooperating on the development of cross-border resources if any are discovered, and will hold negotiations over the nature of the technical and professional arrangements needed
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in order to divide the joint resources.” Landau also asserted that EEZ agreement would enable “‘investors to feel economic certitude.’”

Bilateral public and private sector initiatives followed. At the government-to-government level, Landau met his counterpart in Jerusalem in January 2012 to discuss “possible bilateral cooperation in the field of energy,” and during a trip to Israel in April 2013, Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism Minister Yiorgos Lakkotrypis told a seminar of Israeli and Cypriot business leaders and government officials that “‘a close collaboration with Israel’” will enable Cyprus “‘to be a major player in the world energy market.’” In August 2013, Minister of Energy and Water Resources Silvan Shalom traveled to Cyprus that August to meet with Lakkotrypis. Public sector economic cooperation reached a new level in April 2014 when Israel’s Ambassador in Nicosia Michael Harari and deputy permanent secretary of the Cypriot foreign ministry Ambassador Tasos Tzionis signed “an agreement on the exchange and protection of confidential information on hydrocarbons discovered in Block 12 in Cyprus’ Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and in the adjacent Ishai offshore licence within Israel’s EEZ.”

Private sector actors are also cooperating to take advantage of natural gas-related opportunities. Israeli companies Delek and Avner signed an agreement in 2013 “to acquire a 30 percent stake in exploration rights for gas and oil off Greek Cyprus’s
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southern shore.”¹⁹⁰ In April 2014, the Leviathan consortium “bid in a $3 billion Cypriot tender for the supply of 0.7-0.95 billion cubic meters (BCM) of gas over ten years” to the Vassilikos power station.”¹⁹¹

In contrast to Turkey and Greece, energy opportunities drive Israel’s security ties with Cyprus. A pipeline from Israel to Cyprus is economically feasible, but Cyprus lacks the military capacity necessary to defend natural gas infrastructure in its own EEZ. Indeed, Israel has an interest in helping Cyprus develop its naval patrol and defense capabilities to protect potential natural gas projects. This has included both public security sector initiatives like Israel’s proposal for upgrading the Cypriot Navy Command, and private sector initiatives like Nicosia’s tentative agreement to buy Israeli-made naval patrol craft. Still, costs for Israel limit how far energy-related security cooperation with Cyprus can go. Even if companies decide that constructing a pipeline from Leviathan to Vassilikos is the best route for Israeli gas exports, it will take years for Cyprus to accumulate the capacity needed to protect its end of the project. Protecting Israel’s EEZ alone is a daunting task for the Israeli Navy, and it has neither the capacity nor the desire to also take responsibility for securing the Cypriot EEZ.

Unlike Turkey and Greece, Israel and Cyprus also developed energy-related public and private sector economic ties. While the Greek and Israeli public sectors have only indicated natural gas-related cooperation through public statements, the Cyprus export option’s commercial viability has produced more tangible indicators, such as signed agreements on delimiting the Israeli and Cypriot EEZs and exchanging and protecting information about adjoining exploration blocks. The Cyprus option’s potential

has improved private sector economic relations as well. While non-energy indicators have remained steady, companies have also undertaken new gas-related initiatives, as evidenced by Israeli companies’ investments in potential Cypriot hydrocarbons and Leviathan’s bid for a Cypriot gas supply tender.

**Israel, Cyprus, and Greece**

A fourth dynamic that has emerged since the discovery of East Mediterranean hydrocarbons is trilateral security and economic relations between Israel, Cyprus, and Greece. Ministers from all three countries convened in August 2013 to sign a tripartite energy memorandum of understanding, which “states that the countries will cooperate to protect regionally important infrastructure in the Mediterranean where natural gas fields are located,” and included “a joint declaration of intent to … lay an electric cable to link Israel and Cyprus’s grids” that continues to Crete.192 Israel, Greece, and Cyprus also held a trilateral air and naval drill with the US in April 2014 that included scenarios involving “countering terrorist attacks on ships and rigs; search & rescue operations; and sea pollution.” The four countries will use these findings “to further improve … cooperation … in handling natural and man made disasters during natural gas extraction in the open seas.”193 Such trilateral cooperation did not exist between 1948 and January 17, 2009. While Israel’s conflict with Turkey has certainly made Cyprus and Greece more amenable to increasing security ties with Israel in general, all trilateral initiatives so far are energy-centric, indicating that new hydrocarbons in the East Mediterranean are indeed driving this new alliance.
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Conclusion

It is clear that both economic opportunities presented by East Mediterranean hydrocarbons and politics influenced Israel’s changing geopolitical relations with Turkey, Greece, and Cyprus. Each factor’s influence, however, was limited. Indeed, operating hurdles including geographic, security, and other costs rendered some export options more viable than others. Security costs and political realities, for example, make both Egypt options unfeasible, and geographic realities render an East Mediterranean Gas Pipeline that includes Greece financially impractical. Transiting Syrian or Lebanese waters en route to Turkey would also preclude cooperation and likely incur enormous security costs as well, given Hezbollah’s influence in Lebanon and the current civil war in Syria. Crossing Cypriot waters, however, makes economic sense. Exporting LNG to Asia would also be financially risky because it involves much higher development costs than pipeline options, and there is no guarantee Israel could compete in that market.

Given all of these opportunities and their constraints, it would appear that Israel should clearly move forward in developing its exports to Cyprus and Turkey because they are the most economically viable and profitable allies. This study, however, indicates that hydrocarbon economics alone have not dictated Israel’s geopolitical relations with its neighbors. In fact, political conflict played a significant role in Israel’s security ties with Turkey, Cyprus, and Greece that limited energy’s influence.

Indeed, opportunities for developing East Mediterranean natural gas could not overcome political conflict. If hydrocarbons had determined outcomes, one would have expected to see Israeli-Turkish security relations expand to include East Mediterranean gas-related initiatives. The discovery of new hydrocarbons, however, neither prevented
the Israeli-Turkish strategic alliance from collapsing, nor provided an impetus for resuming and enhancing security sector cooperation. If energy economics dictates more security cooperation between Israel and Turkey, furthermore, Israel and Greece should not have initiated energy-related security ties. Noble Dina was the only indication of Israeli-Greek security cooperation around natural gas, but its purpose was to replace Israel’s annual exercise with Turkey.

Despite that Israel’s bilateral ties with Greece have been driven primarily by politics, Israel has still pursued more energy-related cooperation with Greece in the form of a trilateral alliance with Nicosia and Athens. Indeed, this relationship includes initiatives in the public security and economic sectors that indicate a common interest in East Mediterranean hydrocarbons. In fact, however, this cooperation is not entirely cemented. As a memorandum of understanding, the trilateral energy agreement is non-binding. While the trilateral military drill with the US served as a more solid signal of converging energy interests, it still does not indicate that Israel sees Greece as a valuable partner for similar drills on its own.

Looking forward, politics will likely continue to dictate Israeli-Turkish security relations. There is no indication the Israeli-Turkish military relationship will go beyond limited defense equipment contracts in the near future, regardless of economic energy opportunity. This in turn will likely continue to determine Israel’s security ties with both Cyprus and Greece.

Some might argue that more energy-related economic and security cooperation between Israel and Turkey is happening than measured in this analysis. After all, people like Hochstein and Israel Energy Envoy Michael Lotem exist to facilitate discreet energy-
related government-to-government contact in politically sensitive situations. However, such activities do not fulfill their purpose as indicators unless parties make them public. Secret agreements and negotiations do not truly become viable unless the parties decide they are practically feasible and able to withstand public scrutiny.

Political limits naturally impede third-party efforts to promote energy-related cooperation, but there are measures that third parties—primarily the US—can take. First, Washington can help facilitate commercial contacts between Israel and all three countries to promote investment in their energy sectors. In the case of Turkey, it can also facilitate energy-related communication between the Israeli and Turkish governments until political ties normalize and direct interaction resumes. Finally, the US can solidify trilateral cooperation between Israel, Cyprus, and Turkey in tandem with American participation by launching more initiatives similar to the Congressional Hellenic-Israeli Alliance, a caucus launched in the House of Representatives in 2013 to promote collaboration in the economic and security sectors.194

While energy opportunities have failed to entirely dictate Israel’s East Mediterranean geopolitical relations, politics has also proven unable to assume a similar role. In fact, this study indicates that the private economic sector is insulated from negative political change. Israeli-Turkish private sector relations grew after 2009, and new bilateral economic ventures also emerged, indicated by the expanding regional trade corridor. When civil war broke out in Syria, it could no longer function as Turkey’s main

---

land bridge to the Middle East.195 Turkish-Israeli political relations had already reached their nadir, but deteriorating conditions in Syria necessitated turning to Israel for exporting products to Jordan and the Arab Gulf States. Nor could Israeli-Turkish political conflict prevent gas-related private sector economic initiatives. The fact that Israeli and Turkish companies are discussing a pipeline project, in fact, shows that politics cannot deter private sector actors from taking advantage of economically attractive and feasible energy opportunities.

The ability for politics to influence outcomes is also limited where energy opportunities are infeasible. Despite public statements by Greek and Israeli government officials heralding a gas cooperation partnership, private companies remain unconvinced by such gestures because exporting Israeli gas to Greece is significantly less viable compared to other options. In contrast to Greece, however, public statements and agreements signed by Cypriot and Israeli officials have occurred in tandem with energy-related private sector cooperation. Companies are more willing to take on risks associated with a pipeline project because exporting Israeli gas to Cyprus is more feasible than exporting to Greece.

It could be argued that Israel’s cooperation with Cyprus and Greece on energy issues is a symptom of Israel’s political conflict with Turkey, rather than an independent factor. Indeed, Israel may not have looked to form military partnerships with Cyprus and Greece if the Israeli-Turkish strategic alliance was still intact. Israel, however, still would have signed the 2010 agreement with Cyprus because delimiting EEZs is mutually

195 John Reed, “Israel promotes trade route between Turkey and Middle East,” Financial Times, August 27, 2013.
beneficial; such agreements are crucial to joint exploration and development of hydrocarbons.

This study, running contrary to claims that either energy or politics determines Israel’s cooperation with its regional neighbors, situates itself in the middle of the spectrum. Indeed, the discovery of viable new hydrocarbons in the East Mediterranean influenced Israel’s relations with Turkey, Greece, and Cyprus in some sectors, but politics influenced others. While natural gas discoveries in the East Mediterranean have changed Israel’s relations with states in the region, those relations may very well change again soon. Private companies operating in Israel will have to make final export decisions in the very near future, and there is potential for an Israeli-Turkish reconciliation deal. The regional landscape could look quite different one or two years from now, but hydrocarbon volumes will continue to affect East Mediterranean regional dynamics.
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